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Beyond being artists and NFT creators, we are “all in” HBAR investors since 
more than one year. We chose Hedera to mint our NFT collection without 
any doubt. Hedera is the most green, fast, secure DLT, with a decentralized 
governance that no other distributed ledgers have.

A research report by University College London (UCL) has examined the 
varying environmental impacts of  six different distributed ledger technolo-
gies (Algorand, Cardano, Ethereum 2.0, Hedera Hashgraph, Polkadot, and 
Tezos), finding that Hedera Hashgraph boasts the lowest overall energy 
consumption of  the group.

Thanks to its 10,000 transactions per second (unlimited in the future), finali-
ty in seconds, the highest-grade of  security possible (ABFT), the lowest 
fixed fees on the DLT ecosystem, just 1$ to mint NFTs and 0.001$ to transfer, 
Hedera will be the warm house of  the Leemon Club NFTs.

Being part of  the Hedera Community for the last year has been an exciting 
journey, and for sure it will be even more fascinating in the soon future. A lot 
of  great people to learn from, share thoughts with, exchange value to-
gether, or just comment on news and events.

Hedera has created not only technology and an ecosystem that will change 
the world and our lives, but also an amazing community that is constantly 
supporting the Hedera team and any company using Hedera technology, 
sharing thoughts and consideration on any new project Hedera is working 
on, or warmly welcoming new members in the community.

We have chosen to work on this project for this reason: because we have 
been part of  this community for more than one year, we have grown and 
have learned a lot from this experience that keeps going, and our mission is 
to give back value to any member of  the community, through NFTs that can 
make any “Hbarbarians” happy and proud of  our digital artwork, and store 
value for the future, and through offline meetups and events, the last piece 
that the Hedera community needs to become a real community.



To create something valuable for the community, the Leemon Club project 

was born to celebrate the first person who made everything related to 

Hedera possible. 

The Leemon Club NFT collection is a demonstration of  huge respect for Dr. 

Leemon Baird, inventor of  the hashgraph distributed consensus algorithm, 

co-founder and CTO of  Hedera.

The Leemon Club NFTs glorify the “superpowers” of  Dr. Leemon Baird, 

seen in the collection as a genius extraterrestrial superhero, who came 

from space to save humankind with his maths skills. 
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As HBAR fan our goal is mainly to create a community based on the love for 

Hedera Hashgraph, and building a place in which people can talk and di-

scuss about  HBAR releated things such as token price, staking, DeFi, ecc.

If  you are a real Hbarbarian feel free to use our DISCORD to share some 

new informations about HBAR and HBAR community, or share your thou-

ghts and your ideas! 

Hello future!
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Q4 2021 
- NFTs designing 

- Website release

- Twitter and Discord

-  Special Leemons NFTs

- Auctions

Q1 2022 
- Contest and giveaways

of  special Leemon NFTs

- Auctions

- Community growth

- Planning the drop

Q2 2022 
- Drop of  the 10,000 Leemons 

collection.

- Burn of  all the unminted

Leemons

- Planning the staking options

Q3-Q4 2022 
- Offline meetup end events

- Merch store 

- Leemon Coin airdrop

- Gen. 02 designing (Mance Club)

- Looking for access in the 

metaverse

And beyond...
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This is the first generation of  our artwork. The 10,000 Leemons have a total 

of  100 possible traits, randomly selected from 5 different categories (skin, 

background, clothing, headwear, eyewear). Each trait has a corresponding 

% chance of  being minted. All of  Leemons traits and their rarity % can be 

viewed on the rarity section of  our website. (Token ID: 0.0.828996)

Leemons are available for minting on Turtlemoon Launchpad since April 6. 

Creators’ royalties on Leemons are 10% in total. On May 15 all the unminted 

Leemon NFTs will be burned, so the total supply of  the Leemon Club col-

lection will be as much as the Leemon NFTs purchased.

GEN. 01



GEN. 00

This is a pre drop collection that includes 45 NFTs: (Token ID: 0.0.845422)

- AstroLeemons NFTs (12 pieces, giveaway)

- Physical Leemons NFTs (10 pieces, giveaway)

- Leemon Club x LSH collab (6 pieces, auction)

- Leemon Club x Fugitives collab (6 pieces, auction)

- Super Famous Leemons (3 pieces, auction)

- Einstein Leemons (6 pieces, giveaway + gift)

- Halloween Leemon (1 piece, giveaway)

- Christmas Leemon (1 piece, giveaway)

All the special Leemons have been re-minted under a single token ID in 

order to facilitate the listing on secondary markets like Zuse and also to 

make easier the trading and the future staking on them. The special Leemon 

holders beyond owning the rarest Leemons out there will gain some more 

benefits like extra entries in exclusive discord giveaways and more!
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GEN. 02

We couldn’t glorify just Leemon. Hedera wouldn’t be possible without the 

CEO of  the CEOs. The person who generated in this mind the Hedera Gover-

ning Council, and made this vision real, revolutionizing the industry gover-

nance. Leemon and Mance have worked together for 23 years and started 

thinking about Hedera at a Starbucks in Texas, where they used to talk for 

many hours about business and tokenization. They launched the Mainnet to-

gether and minted 50B HBAR tokens on 28 august 2018, at the same Star-

bucks where it all began.

The second generation of  our artwork will celebrate the superpowers of  

Mance Harmon, co-founder and CEO of  Hedera. 100 Mance will be given 

away to the first 100 wallets that mint a Leemon club NFT. Another part of  

the Mance supply will be the reward for staking at least 3 Leemons of  the 

main collection, or one special Leemon NFT. Q4 2022.
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WIN A MANCE
The first 100 Leemon owners (the first 100 wallets that mint a Leemon) 

will be entitled to receive a Mance NFT from the Mance Club NFT col-

lection (Gen. 02).

EXCLUSIVE HOLDER DISCORD ROLE
Being part of  the private club allows you to actively participate in the 

most important decisions for the future of  the club! (Right of  vote).

Also it allowes you to participate in exclusive giveaways for holders 

(rewards like hbar and nfts) that will take place weekly or monthly.

CONTESTS & GIVEAWAYS
As we have already done, we are going to constantly organize fun conte-

sts and giveaways for the Leemons, where you can win prizes as Special 

NFTs, physical gifts, or HBARs. ONLY FOR HOLDERS!

STAKING AND FARMING
We will provide the opportunity to stake your Leemon NFTs to get some 

special rewards as HBAR or NFTs. You only need to stake 3 Leemons of  

the main collection or one Leemon from special collections. One of  the 

reward of  staking will be a Manche NFT from our Gen. 02 collection
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LEEMONS OFFLINE MEETUP

OFFLINE EVENTS

DISCOUNTS

Our goal is to create a real offline community, linked by the adoration for 

Leemon and the passion for Hedera. We will organize some big special 

free offline meetups, dedicated to Leemons.

Many other events around the world are in our minds, like NFT exhibi-

tions, conferences, parties. Your Leemon will be the free ticket to enter!

Leemons will benefit from exclusive discounts on our future NFT col-

lections, partners’ NFT collections, merchandise, and events. 

METAVERSE EVENTS
Leemons will meetup also in a Hedera-powered metaverse. We plan to 

buy digital land and build the Leemon City, a virtual place where Leemon 

owners can take part in online events, or just chill.

LEEMON COIN
Our goal is to create the Leemon Club token with a total supply of  10 bil-

lions and airdrop it to all the Leemon NFTs holders. The Special Lee-

mons holders will be rewarded with more tokens. 
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10% of total
To one lucky leemon owner

live drawAFTER BURNING

ONCE THAT ALL THE UNMINTED LEEMONS NFTs ARE BURNED THE 10% OF THE 
TOTAL HBAR RAISED DURING THE MINTING WILL BE GIVEN AWAY TO ONE LUCKY 
LEEMON NFT NFT HOLDER THAT WILL BE CHOOSE RANDOMLY AMONG ALL THE 

SERIALS THAT HAVE BEEN MINTED, IN A LIVE DRAW

To one lucky leemon owner

live drawAFTER BURNING
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JACK
I’m Giacomo, 26 years old, from Venice. My pas-
sions are business, investments (all in HBAR!), 
design, and football.I have worked as an entrepre-
neur in different industries: e-commerce, e-lear-
ning, software as a service, and now NFTs. I like to 
talk and exchange value with people from all over 
the world. Ah, I also like parties and had organized 
some in the past, so I can’t wait to have a Leemon 
Club Party in the soon future!

TOMMY
I'm Tommaso, I'm 26 years old and I live in Venice. 
In life I enjoy creating business with my friends and 
travelling. In the last 2 years, together with my 
brother I have created the biggest online academy 
in Italy of  marketing for artisans, but being passio-
nate about investing, I have always followed clo-
sely the Hedera community on twitter and couldn't 
wait to have a project that could involve these fan-
tastic people.

AL
I am Al, I am 23 years old and I am graduated in ar-
chitecture. Since I was a child I have always had a 
passion for hand drawing and growing up I started 
to approach the digital drawing. I'm always looking 
to improve my drawing skills and I would like to 
become an expert in graphics programs. In the 
Leemon Club I was in charge of  the graphics, 
trying to give each Leemon a cool and unique look.
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BROTHERHOOD

2004 2021

Founders met for the first time in 1998, on a beach in Jesolo, Italy: Jack and 
Tommy were 3 years old, Al was born just a few months before. They were 
meeting on that beach every summer, since their families used to go there 
for holidays. They had fun together for decades playing beach games, fo-
otball, and video games. 

1998 - FIRST FOUNDERS MEETING

Founders grew up and realized that the best way to consolidate their friend-
ship was launching a business together. They tried it in 2019, launching a 
clothing brand, that didn’t work. In 2021, they saw the NFT explosion as the 
best way to express their knowledge and creativity: Jack and Tommy are 
part of  the Hedera community and HBAR investors, Al is a talented digital 
artist, so the Leemon Club was born.

2022 - FOUNDERS LAUNCH THE LEEMON CLUB





DISCLAIMER
Plans outlined in this paper are subject to change. We may choose 

to tweak or change certain details before launching. Of course, 
clear communication will be our number one priority with our

community.

All the information provided in no way is a recommendation or 
advice as to invest in the product relayed. The Leemon Club team 
takes no responsibility or liability in cases of loss as a result of the 

acquisition of material or product provided. 




